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Hi! 

We're Amy and Sarah.

Videographers |
Photographers |
Instagrammers |

Content Creators |
Vloggers |

27 years old

Australian Twins



OUR STORY
We are a pair of fun, outgoing, food-

obsessive twins with an intense passion
for everything travel.

Since being hit with the travel bug in 2012,
we have made it our mission to indulge in
as much culture & experience as we can,
documenting our journey along the way. 

We recently completed a 2-year trip
around Australia in our self-converted

camper ‘Betty’, capturing all of the magic
of down under!

We are self taught in Videography and
Photography and it is our passion being
able to create visuals that transport the
viewer into the experience and inspire a

sense of adventure!



WORK WITH US
CONTENT CREATION INSTAGRAM

// //

Featured Posts
Story Features

Instagram Takeovers

Photo Packages
Video Packages

YouTube Content

@mooskicreativehello@mooskicreative.co



WHAT SETS US APART?

We are young Australian twins with a
passion for visual storytelling and we

never miss an opportunity for new
experiences and growth.

We have a combined count of over 9,000
online followers across our various Social
Media Platforms, including Facebook and

YouTube. 

Our brand has grown consistently and
organically since starting up in 2017, 

due to our realistic and
relatable posts.



AUS
70%

Rest of World
20%

USA
10%

INSTAGRAM AUDIENCE

6500+          Followers
20-40          Age Demographic
60/40         Women/Men %
2.48%           Engagement Rate



COLLABORATIONS

WORKED WITH FEATURED ON 



We'd love to chat!
It is our goal to create high

quality and engaging
content to promote your
destination, product or

experience.  

For any collaborations,
opportunities, our rates or

any questions, please send
us an email.
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